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Handbook of Research on Software Engineering and Productivity Technologies: Implications of
Globalization 2009-08-31 this book provides integrated chapters on software engineering and
enterprise systems focusing on parts integrating requirements engineering software
engineering process and frameworks productivity technologies and enterprise systems
provided by publisher
Productivity Analysis 2012-12-06 there is a wide variety of perspectives for productivity
analysis the back grounds of different researchers and practitioners who work on this topic
include such fields as economics business administration and industrial engineering among
others within each such field there are different schools of thought on the theory and
application of productivity analysis often it is not difficult to observe a lack of communication
among the advocates of these separate schools the purpose of this book is to present in a
single volume samples of alternative approaches to productivity analy sis this may be
considered as a first step toward a better communication among practitioners and researchers
in the fields of management industrial engineering and economics the focus of the book is on
the united states where the productivity growth problem has been acute for some time the
book begins with a brief overview chapter that covers some of the issues involved in
productivity analysis and a sample of methodological ap proaches presently in use after this
introduction we move to chapter 2 where solomon fabricant presents the issues related to
measurement and analysis at the macroeconomic level in chapter 3 c lowell harriss discusses
concepts that he considers es sential for productivity growth capital formation technological
progress and freedom
Productivity Engineering and Management 1984 practical up to date coverage for a new
generation of engineering and management professionals lawrence s aft s productivity
measurement and improvement has long served as a seminal reference for students and
professionals in industrial engineering quality management and other related fields now work
measurement and methods improvement brings his work right up to date with the demands of
today s rapidly changing marketplace where work measurement and methods improvement
have a vital role to play in improving quality and enhancing productivity in a wide range of
industries accessible and easy to follow this book presents solid practical coverage of the key
principles and practices of work measurement it explains the purpose use advantages and
limitations of tools and methods for work analysis including graphical productivity analysis and
work methods improvement product measurement from time study and standard data
systems to work sampling and labor reporting issues product improvement ergonomics
incentive systems continuous improvement process improvement and more with
straightforward examples chapter end summaries review questions and practice exercises that
emphasize the application of fundamental concepts work measurement and methods
improvement is an essential reference for current and future professionals who must do the
work and manage the process to achieve better quality higher productivity and powerhouse
performance for their organization
Engineering Productivity Through CAD/CAM 1987 effectively forecast manage and control
software across the entire project lifecycle accurately size estimate and administer software
projects with real world guidance from an industry expert fully updated to cover the latest
tools and techniques applied software measurement third edition details how to deploy a cost
effective and pragmatic analysis strategy you will learn how to use function points and
baselines implement benchmarks and tracking systems and perform efficiency tests full
coverage of the latest regulations metrics and standards is included measure performance at
the requirements coding testing and installation phases set function points for efficiency cost
market share and customer satisfaction analyze quality and productivity using assessments



benchmarks and baselines design and manage project cost defect and quality tracking
systems use object oriented reusable component agile cmm and xp methods assess defect
removal efficiency using unit tests and multistage test suites
Work Measurement and Methods Improvement 2000-02-25 from the automotive industry
to the semiconductor industry manufacturers are suffering from an overabundance of
automation methods that they cannot fully comprehend or afford and glamorous leadership
techniques that are simply not sustainable in this respect management has lost its way
beyond world class productivity shows why a return to traditional tools and the power of
people can help companies meet today s challenges in the manufacturing sector beyond world
class productivity gives readers a balance of essential information theory and case studies
readers can expect to gain new insights into engineering approaches to productivity
profitability and real or non real gain including useful tools for industrial engineering
effectiveness in unit labor costs feasibility studies work simplification and developing mind
innovation practical examples and their accompanying commentary come from the author s
40 years of real world experience on the shop floor and in the boardroom figures are also
provided to illustrate actual productivity results from real companies both managers and
engineers can appreciate beyond world class productivity as an enlightening guide to the
improvement of productivity and profitability within the manufacturing sector
Applied Software Measurement : Global Analysis of Productivity and Quality 2008-04-11 in
companies that produce goods and services productivity and efficiency improvements are a
constant challenge this book reviews the differences between productivity and efficiency it
proposes a new method and makes available a computational tool for implementation that
contributes to facilitating the use of data envelopment analysis dea the book presents a
discussion about productivity and efficiency illustrating the potentials of use and conceptual
differences it covers the concepts and techniques for analysis of productivity and efficiency
analyzing critical benefits and limitations explains in detail how to use dea for analysis
provides innovative methods for using dea offers a free online computer tool with a direction
guide shows real empirical applications and covers other techniques that can be used to
complement the analysis performed the book is for professionals managers consultants
students working and taking courses in productive systems of goods and services ancillary
materials include a free online computer tool to operationalize the concepts and methods
proposed in the book a guide on how to use the method and the software developed for the
dea application solutions manual instructor s manual powerpoint slides and figure slides also
will be available upon qualified adoption
Beyond World-Class Productivity 2010-11-11 work organization and methods engineering for
productivity provides an introduction to and practical advice on assessing methods of working
to achieve maximum output and efficiency the main focus of the book is on the work study
which helps to increase the productivity of men machines and materials we are currently
seeing a lot of disruptive advancement in industrial operations caused by technologies
including artificial intelligence and iot against this technological backdrop and with ever
increasing focus on value the fundamental understanding of how to analyze and organize the
workplace for productivity is more important than ever case studies and illustrations
throughout make this book a much have for managers with responsibility for production and
planning in industry helps the reader understand the fundamental factors affecting
productivity along with their relevance to work organization includes valuable industry case
studies from sectors including manufacturing textile production and sea port operations
includes several formats and charts that are important in the recording of data for practical
work studies



Analysis and Management of Productivity and Efficiency in Production Systems for
Goods and Services 2020-01-08 1 nabil r adam and ali dogramaci measuring analyzing and
improving productivity in a given organization is a complex process that involves the
contributions of economists industrial engineers operations researchers management
scientists and lawyers the objective of this book is to provide the reader with a sample of
original papers that relate to these productivity topics at the organizational level in the book
the word organization refers to business firms and municipal organizations the hook is divided
into three parts perspectives on productivity mea surement a range of studies at the micro
level and some productivity issues in public organizations part i which consists of three
chapters deals with productivity measurement the first two chapters of this part cover a broad
framework of measurement concepts and techniques the last chapter on the other hand
provides the reader with an example of productivity measurement for a specific industry in
this case food retail ing thus a spectrum of productivity measurement issues is covered in this
part of the book
Work Organization and Methods Engineering for Productivity 2020-02-12 since the time of the
industrial revolution manufacturing industries have accumulated a huge experience in creating
different machines and systems for fabricating various goods work parts and products all these
diverse machines and systems with different designs to solve pivoted economic problems
increased the productivity rate of manufacturing processes and generated high quality
products in the area of productivity theory for industrial engineering there are numerous
publications that describe the fundamental approaches and the mathematical models of
productivity rate for the different designs of industrial machines and systems known theories
consider the physical productivity rate as the number of products fabricated over a given time
asme that is a component of economic productivity however known mathematical models are
simplified with assumptions and not well developed analytically which can lead to severe
errors in computing the output of manufacturing systems modern industrial machines and
systems are complex in design and in structure with serial parallel and serial parallel
arrangements and any failure of any component leads to downtime of expensive production
systems for this reason industries need a productivity theory that enables accurate predicting
of the output of manufacturing systems at the preliminary stages key features offers
fundamental principles of productivity theory for industrial machines and systems based on
mathematics technology design reliability probability and management presents the
conceptual principles of productivity theory for industrial machines and systems provides
methods for computing productivity losses in real industrial environments closes the gap
between theory and practice for computing productivity rates of manufacturing systems
incudes a comparative analysis of productivity rates for manufacturing systems of serial
parallel and serial parallel arrangements productivity theory for industrial engineering
presents analytical approaches and methods to define maximal productivity rates optimal
machining regimes and optimal structure of manufacturing machines and systems based on
the parameters of technological processes structural design reliability of mechanisms and
management systems this book uses productivity theory for solving productivity problems and
can also be used for complex approaches for sustainable improvement of production
processes
Productivity Analysis at the Organizational Level 2012-12-06 the role of metrics and models in
software development software metrics measurement and analysis small scale experiments
micro models of effort and programming techniques macro models of productivity macro
models for effort estimation defect models the future of software engineering metrics and
models references appendices index



Profit-sharing and Productivity 1988 j k yates focuses on investigation and analysis
techniques that can be used by engineering and construction firms to support the
implementation of productivity improvement programs
Software Engineering Productivity Handbook 1993 this second edition details all
productivity and quality methodologies principles and techniques and demonstrates how they
interact in the three phases of the productivity and quality management triangle pqmt
measurement control and evaluation planning and analysis and improvement and monitoring
this edition features material on practical strategies for implementing quality programmes
balancing productivity and quality results resolving quality problems and empowering
employees
Productivity Theory for Industrial Engineering 2018-05-15 this second edition details all
productivity and quality methodologies principles and techniques and demonstrates how they
interact in the three phases of the productivity and quality management triangle pqmt
measurement control and evaluation planning and analysis and improvement and monitoring
this edition features material on practical
Value Analysis to Improve Productivity 1971 the second edition of this classic work in the field
of software metrics has been fully updated to reflect the major changes brought about by new
technologies
Software Engineering Metrics and Models 1986 this is the first book to examine the nuts
and bolts of production processes it proposes a truly consilient approach to modeling
production processes one that goes beyond the vague principles found in standard economics
and provides details that are consistent with the applied mechanics and engineering literature
providing a credible analysis of some of the most pressing questions of our era such as the
productivity slowdown and the information paradox and bridging the gap between engineering
applied physics economics and management science this book is a fascinating read for anyone
interested in industry the modern economy and how physical factors constrain productivity
growth
Engineering Management, the Key to Productivity 1977 this book will provide a quick reference
on work measurement while the nature of the work may differ measuring work is fundamental
to any industrial or service activity it s needed to determine such things as the amount a
person should be paid how much time should it take to perform an activity what is an
acceptable days work or how any two or more methods or designs compare this book provides
non industrial engineers with the why and the how work is measured in order to perform their
jobs
Productivity Improvement for Construction and Engineering 2014 for any organization analysis
of performance and effectiveness through available data allows for informed decision making
data envelopment analysis or dea is a popular effective method that can be used to measure
productive efficiency in operations management assessment data envelopment analysis and
effective performance assessment addresses the myriad of practical uses and innovative
developments of dea emphasizing the importance of analyzing productivity by measuring
inputs goals economic growth and performance this book covers a wide breadth of innovative
knowledge this book is essential reading for managers business professionals students of
business and ict and computer engineers
Integrating Productivity and Quality Management, Second Edition, 1995-06-16 over
the past decade with greater emphasis being placed upon shorter lead times better quality
products reduced product costs and greater customer satisfaction the topic of engineering
design has received increased interest from the industrial and ac ademic communities
considerable effort has been directed at developing design process methodologies and



building computer tools that focus upon relatively narrow aspects of design but many key
problems in engineering design research and practice remain unanswered resulting from the
first international engineering design debate held in glasgow uk in late 1996 this volume
discusses the main issues concerning the improvement of design productivity covering design
studies design development concurrent engineering and design knowledge and information it
attempts to derive a common understanding of the basic factors problems and potential
solutions involved
Integrating Productivity and Quality Management 1995-06-16 this report describes an
experiment in productivity measurement conducted at the national bureau of standards the
experiment concludes that no matter how sophisticated the analysis and synthesis processes
become statistical counts of output media e g publications citations invited talks will not serve
as reliable measures of r d productivity the conduct of the experiment included a work
sampling study a communications study an output analysis a value analysis approach to
developing criteria for selection and evaluation of programs construct of a rating system for
evaluation of programs and construction of a model of the r d process
Applied Software Measurement 1997 this book is intended to summarize the experiences of
the first 30 years of commercial and industrial programming and to point out both the real
progress that has occurred and the trends that are likely to take place in the future preface
The Economics of Speed: Machine Speed as the Key Factor in Productivity
2019-08-07 this book is about value about the value of a car you want to buy a workbench you
decide to make or a house you want to sell it will be of interest to those industrial managers
who must increase gross margins despite higher wages and material costs and to design
engineers buyers cost accountants quality specialists industrial engineers and those men in
marketing and finance who have their fingers on the pulse of a product value
Industrial Engineering 2007 includes appendix index
Fundamentals of Work Measurement 2016-10-03 the author discusses professor kaoru
ishikawa s cause and effect diagram and his variation called cedac
Conference on Improved Highway Engineering Productivity 1965 industrial engineering
ie lies at the heart of many waste reduction and quality improvement efforts in the
manufacturing industry this book makes ie techniques accessible to managers supervisors and
shop floor managers it provides an overview of the methodologies of process analysis
Data Envelopment Analysis and Effective Performance Assessment 2016-09-01
businesses are collecting massive amounts of data every day as a way to better understand
their processes competition and the markets they serve this data can be used to increase
organizational productivity and performance however is essential that organizations collecting
large data sets have the tools available to them to fully understand the data they are
collecting organizational productivity and performance measurements using predictive
modeling and analytics takes a critical look at methods for enhancing an organization s
operations and day to day activities through the effective use of data focusing on a variety of
applications of predictive analytics within organizations of all types this critical publication is
an essential resource for business managers data scientists graduate level students and
researchers
Operation Function Analysis 1984 the intense competition that prevails within the domestic
and international manufacturing sectors mandates that companies constantly reevaluate and
upgrade their manufacturing systems to obtain higher levels of productivity and quality these
standards can be attained by investing in development programs that identify and eliminate
potential productivity threats and improve the manufacturing production system
manufacturing development applications helps you understand why operations flaws occur



and pinpoints ways your organization can alleviate wasted resources andre mchose brings
characteristic manufacturing problems to light with thought provoking case studies
demonstrating how each development program resulted in increased productivity and product
quality by coordinating lively narrative with practical approaches mchose creates an engaging
learning environment where you will grasp crucial manufacturing issues without being
overwhelmed by academic theory and rhetoric his inclusion of charts diagrams and a thorough
glossary crystallize the book s concepts and offer an excellent source for future reference with
these valuable insights you will learn to evaluate various departmental systems for optimal
levels of productivity quality and efficiency understand and upgrade material control plans
that will meet your production goals effectively employ flowcharts status reports and
manufacturing assembly charts to reveal deficiencies open loops and counterproductive
procedures that are hindering your company s progress and reducing its competitive edge and
prepare managers supervisors and workers to accept and participate in development
programs aimed at improvingoperating systems manufacturing systems development requires
an investment in time patience and planning in exchange for increased productivity and a
better product with the solutions and development options mchose presents you will be able
to adapt and implement these strategies and embark on a development program that
improves product quality and productivity
Western Conference on Increasing Highway Engineering Productivity, Biltmore
Hotel, Los Angeles, California, March 5-6-7, 1957 1957 superior software productivity
requires a relentless focus on people motivation and communication in improving software
development productivity world renowned software engineering expert dr randall w jensen
introduces a proven quantitative approach to achieving this focus jensen helps you measure
your organization s capacity and productivity and then use that information to improve
multiple facets of developer and team performance and to build more accurate estimates and
schedules focusing on management as the principal cost and schedule driver in software
projects he demonstrates a powerful tool based on his jensen ii seer model the model that
underlies many leading software estimation tools through real case studies you ll learn how to
predict the productivity impact of any major management decision and quantitatively support
a transition to extreme or agile software development environments for decades jensen has
been the industry s go to expert on improving software project productivity this book distills
his insights and gives you the tools and knowledge to apply them this book will help you
recognize the centrality of communication and culture and translate this awareness into
quantitative improvements predict the impact of changes in personnel management style
development environments product constraints and technologies optimize decision making
throughout a project s lifecycle and avoid counterproductive changes understand modern
estimating models and parameters so you can apply them more effectively formulate more
accurate and useful estimates with leading tools such as sage revic cocomo ii and seer sem
maintain firmer control over costs and timeframes in agile or extreme project environments
register your book for access to the capability calculator a microsoft excel tool created by the
author and based on the jensen ii seer model go to informit com title 9780133562675
National Conference on Increasing Highway Engineering Productivity, Somerset Hotel, Boston,
Massachusetts, September 17-18-19, 1957 1958 written for people of various professions and
offering a modern approach to using value analysis for product development this is a
structured process that unites interdisciplinary teams in an organization to select and analyze
projects in terms of investment potential and to integrate quality and productivity it contains
four sections that describe the nature measurement design and management of value
The Design Productivity Debate 2012-12-06 software engineering economics is a relatively



new discipline that deals with all segments of the software life cycle the discipline has received
much visibility in recent years because of the size and cost considerations of many software
development and maintenance efforts this book places additional emphasis on the federal
government s information resource management initiative and deals with related issues such
as business re engineering functional economic analysis organizational process modelling and
the economics of reuse
Productivity Measurement in R & D 1975
Programming Productivity 1986
Value Analysis 1980-03-17
White Collar Productivity 1983
Managerial Engineering 1983
IE Shop Floor 1: Process Analy 1997-06-09
Organizational Productivity and Performance Measurements Using Predictive Modeling and
Analytics 2016-09-21
Manufacturing Development Applications 1992
Improving Software Development Productivity 2014-08-26
Value 1992-08-04
Software Engineering Economics and Declining Budgets 2012-12-06
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